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living performance



Good reasons
for Parador

Philosophy

We live for products that make every home the most 
beautiful home in the world. Our value compass points 
the way: Innovative, sustainable and ecological, we are 
committed to the highest quality standards in all 
aspects of our company. In the process we always 
keep our feet on the ground – the basis of our success.

Technology

In order to make laying by hand simple and effective, 
Parador offers innovative click connections or high- 
quality adhesive systems that ensure long-term 
stability, depending on the product. From use in damp 
rooms to the integration of underfloor heating, flooring 
from Parador provides the perfect solution in premium 
quality for every context.

Inspiration & Design

The contemporary design of our floors is influenced by 
the latest trends from art, design, architecture and 
lifestyle. This inspiration is taken up by our design team, 
which transforms them into innovative and special looks 
that turn our products into trendsetters of living space 
design with an outstanding ecological balance.

Healthy living

The production of environmentally friendly products is a 
key concern for us and is firmly anchored in our corpo-
rate philosophy. Our floors promote healthy living, are 
low-emission and create a pleasant living environment. 
We mainly use natural raw materials which are subject 
to constant review.

Quality & Materiality

Parador offers aesthetic flooring concepts for every 
application, which are produced from high quality and 
recyclable materials. An authentic look, functional 
design and the environmentally friendly selection of 
materials enable the implementation of sophisticated 
“Made in Germany and Austria” living ideas.

Sustainability

As a traditional wood processing company, a high 
regard for the environment is the foundation of our 
work. For this reason, we want to set standards in all 
aspects of ecologically responsible production – from 
raw materials to finished products to logistics.
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As a modern and innovative material vinyl flooring is the first choice for aesthetic  
and functional high-quality room concepts. Vinyl flooring shines in both private and 
commercial contexts when it comes to maximum durability. With vinyl flooring, the 
authentic reproduction of near-natural materials succeeds in astonishing perfection. 
Parador’s vinyl flooring offers an optimal solution for every usage scenario and enables 
uniformity across the various vinyl products - whether as a solid material or the three 
product types with an HDF core-board, with an SPC core-board or whether installed 
floating or stick-down. 

The Basic, Classic and Trendtime product lines offer a variety of decors for every 
requirement, turning individual living dreams into reality. With the innovative click 
system, you can quickly and effortlessly benefit from this flexible “Made in Germany” 
trendsetter.

Vinyl flooring –  
a genuine top 
performer

www.parador.de

Made in Germany
Certified
Healthy living
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Oak Natural Mix grey 
Brushed texture 

 
Classic 2030

Vinyl flooring Perfectly staged rooms



Vinyl flooring with HDF core board

Product lines

Vinyl flooring for gluing

Surface design

Formats

Profiles

Underlays

Skirting boards and caps

Product range overview

Product ranges
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Vinyl flooring from solid material

Vinyl flooring with SPC core board
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We understand high-quality floors in a holistic way: 
the perfect interplay of all elements underlines the 
systemic principles that set Parador apart. Our acces-
sories continue the high-quality line of resilient vinyl 
floor coverings in terms of design and quality down to 
the last detail: skirting boards, end caps, under 
lays and optimal care make your floor what it is: the 
stage of your life. 

A sense of space  
with a system
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Product lines

Your Parador 
Basic Advantage

Parador vinyl flooring is an aesthetic all-rounder: with its decors and surfaces, our 
vinyl flooring rooms create a special atmosphere and take on every renovation tech-
nology challenge. In the three product lines Basic, Classic and Trendtime Parador 
offers a performance spectrum that provides an appropriate stage for individuality. 
For the most personal place in the world: the home.

Basic
Those who are price-conscious yet don’t want to forgo quality  
will find in the Basic line a convincing selection of attractive  
vinyl floors for a beautiful home.

Warranty  
(private): 10 years*

Wear class  
(private): WC 23**

Wear class  
(commercial): WC 31

*Basic 20 – Warranty (private): 5 years
**Basic 20 – Wear class (private): WC 22+

Vinyl flooring with SPC core board

Vinyl flooring with HDF core board

Vinyl flooring from solid material

Vinyl flooring for gluing

The three or four different variants provide the optimum solution for each 
individual application. Whether in living rooms, kitchen or bath room, the 
same decor can be used throughout and thus ensures a uniform look.

Vinyl flooring with HDF core board

Vinyl flooring from solid material

Vinyl flooring for gluing
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Your Parador Classic and 
Trendtime Advantage

Classic
Uncompromising in quality, classic in design and universal-
ly applicable: the Classic line is created for people with 
high design and quality requirements.

Wear class  
(private): WC 23

Wear class  
(commercial): WC 33

Wear class  
(industrial): WC 42*

Warranty  
(private): Lifetime

Warranty  
(commercial): 10 years

Trendtime

Wear class  
(private): WC 23

Wear class  
(commercial): WC 33

Wear class  
(industrial): WC 42*

Warranty  
(private): Lifetime

Warranty  
(commercial): 10 years

Impressing everyone for whom flooring is a statement:  
the Trendtime line offers a unique design range for 
trend-conscious furnishing at the highest level. 

*Only for whole-area gluing of vinyl flooring from solid material

The two different versions offer high-quality design for every 
room situation. The sophisticated and trend-oriented decors 
give living spaces and rooms that are exposed to moisture a 
consistently stylish ambience.

Vinyl flooring with HDF core board

Vinyl flooring from solid material

Vinyl flooring  / 13Product lines 12
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Vinyl flooring with HDF core board
The flooring for that  
special living comfort

Vinyl flooring with HDF core board is the perfect solution for designing living spac-
es when slight bumps need to be evened out. The integrated footfall sound insula-
tion made of cork ensures pleasantly quiet room acoustics with high running com-
fort at the same time. Vinyl flooring with HDF core board is robust and easy to 
maintain and is easy to lay thanks to the intelligent click system.

UV coating layer

Vinyl wear layer

Vinyl decor layer

Vinyl core layer

Cork layer

HDF core board

Safe-Lock® PRO

Product structure 

Particularly 
dimensionally stable

Particularly 
quiet

High walking  
and living comfort

For slightly uneven 
substrates

Integrated footfall sound
insulation made of cork

Product structure Vinyl flooring
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Vinyl flooring with HDF core board
The flooring for that  
special living comfort

Vinyl flooring with SPC core board
The all-rounder  
for every room situation

Vinyl flooring with SPC core board is the floor for universal application. Its rigid core 
board perfectly evens out bumps in the substrate. Renovations on tiles can give the 
living space a completely fresh look with little effort. Vinyl flooring with SPC core 
board is the ideal choice for demanding room situations such as large rooms, floor-
to-ceiling windows and conservatories. It also lends a special atmosphere to damp  
rooms.

Integrated 
footfall sound insulation

Water-resistant

For slightly uneven 
substrates

Particularly  
dimensionally stable

UV coating layer

Vinyl wear layer

Vinyl decor layer

SPC core layer

Comfort Click System

Akustik counter layer

Product structure 

ParadorVinyl flooring
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Vinyl flooring from solid material
The classic with  
low installation height

Vinyl flooring made of solid material is robust and easy to maintain and thanks to its 
water resistance is specially suited to rooms which are exposed to moisture. Its low 
installation height makes it the ideal renovation solution where every millimetre 
counts and thereby rounds off its application possibilities. Vinyl flooring made of 
solid material can be quickly and easily laid owing to its intelligent click system.

UV coating layer

Vinyl wear layer

Vinyl decor layer

Vinyl core layer

Comfort Click System

Product structure 

Water-resistant

Low installation height

Product ranges
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Vinyl flooring for gluing
The flooring for  
demanding spatial projects

Vinyl flooring for gluing is ideal for demanding renovation projects due to its ex-
tremely low installation height. Gluing ensures strong bonding to the substrate and 
combines a cosy ambience with extreme resilience. Vinyl flooring for gluing offers 
authentic wood and stone looks in living rooms and damp rooms and also makes a 
good impression in conservatories.

Water-resistant

For sophisticated 
room situations

Very low 
installation height

UV coating layer

Vinyl wear layer

Vinyl decor layer

Vinyl core layer

Product structure 
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Oak Vintage natural  
Antique texture 

 
Classic 2030
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Vinyl flooring
with HDF 
core board

Integrated footfall sound insulation made of cork

Suitable for slightly uneven substrates

Quiet and warm underfoot

Antibacterial and hygienic

Robust and low-maintenance

Suitable for underfloor heating

Stable thanks to Safe Lock® PRO click connection 

Core board with enhanced swelling protection

High walking and living comfort

Particularly dimensionally stable

Product advantages

20Vinyl flooringParador



Shufflewood harmony 
Rustic texture 

 
Classic 2030

20 / 21Vinyl flooring with HDF core boardVinyl flooring



Oak Skyline grey
Brushed texture
1710666

Oak D057*

Oak Studioline sanded
Brushed texture
1710664

Oak D051*

Oak natural
Brushed texture
1710661

Oak D030*

Wild apple
Brushed texture
1710662

Apple D003*

Wild apple bleached
Brushed texture
1710663

Apple D002*

Oak pastel-grey
Brushed texture
1710665

Oak D032*

Basic 20

Wide plank (L 1207 x W 216 x H 9.1 mm)

Vinyl flooringParador 22



Oak Royal light-limed
Wood texture
1604831

Oak D034*

Oak grey whitewashed
Brushed texture
1730560

Oak D036*

Oak Memory natural 
Brushed texture
1649300

Oak D081*

Oak natural
Brushed texture
1649299

Oak D030*

Oak pastel-grey
Wood texture
1513441

Oak D032*

Oak Memory sanded
Brushed texture
1730621

Oak D020*

Basic 30

Wide plank (L 1207 x W 216 x H 9.4 mm)
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*Recommended moulding decor
**With synchronous pore: the synchronous pore lets you feel exactly what you see and creates a near-natural and authentic living experience.

Oak Infinity natural**

Vivid texture
1730634

Oak D078*

Oak Infinity grey**

Vivid texture
1730635

Oak D079*

Oak Infinity antique**

Vivid texture
1730636

Oak D080*

Vinyl flooring  / 2322Vinyl flooring with an HDF core board
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Ornamentic colour 
Mineral texture 

 
Trendtime 5.50
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Oak Sierra natural
Brushed texture
1730632

Oak D026*

Pine white oiled
Rough-sawn texture
1730633

Pine D003*

Basic 30

Oak Variant sanded
Brushed texture, indiv. plank look
1730622 

Oak D015*

Wide plank / Individual plank look (L 1207 x W 216 x H 9.4 mm)

Oak Studioline sanded
Wood texture
1601336

Oak D051*

Oak Skyline white
Wood texture
1601338

Oak D015*

Pine scandinavian white
Brushed texture
1730627

Oak D049*

Vinyl flooringParador 26



Oak Skyline white
Wood texture
1730554 (4V)**

Oak D015*

Oak Royal light-limed
Wood texture
1730553 (4V)**

Oak D034*

Oak grey whitewashed
Wood texture
1730551 (4V)**

Oak D036*

Oak Memory natural
Wood texture
1730555 (4V)**

Oak D081*

Oak natural
Wood texture
1730552 (4V)**

Oak D030*

Oak Skyline grey
Wood texture
1730556 (4V)**

Oak D057*

Basic 30

Chateau plank (L 2200 x W 216 x H 9.4 mm)
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*Recommended moulding decor
**Bevel design: 4V = 4-sided bevel

Vinyl flooring  / 2726Vinyl flooring with an HDF core board



Mineral grey
Mineral texture
1730558

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel D001*

Concrete grey
Stone texture
1730557

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel D001*

Mineral black
Mineral texture
1730559

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel D001*

Tile (L 598 x W 292 x H 9.4 mm)
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Basic 30

*Recommended moulding decor

Vinyl flooringParador 28



Pine white oiled 
Rough-sawn texture 

 
Basic 30

Vinyl flooring  / 2928Vinyl flooring with an HDF core board



Oak Vintage natural
Antique texture
1730637

Oak D082*

Oak Natural Mix grey
Wood texture 
1730640

Oak D085*

Oak Skyline grey
Wood texture
1601386

Oak D057*

Oak Vintage grey
Antique texture
1730638

Oak D083*

Old wood whitewashed 
Wood texture
1513466

Oak D050*

Oak sanded
Wood texture 
1442052

Oak D020*

Oak Royal white limed
Brushed texture 
1513465

Oak D036*

Oak Studioline natural
Wood texture
1601385

Oak D019*

Oak Natural Mix light
Wood texture
1730639

Oak D084*

Wide plank (L 1207 x W 216 x H 9.6 mm)

Classic 2030

Vinyl flooringParador 30



Boxwood vintage brown 
Brushed texture
1513468

Ash D002*

Shufflewood harmony
Rustic texture 
1601384

Oak D005*

Shufflewood wild
Rustic texture 
1601383

Oak D073*

Classic 2030

Individual plank look (L 1207 x W 216 x H 9.6 mm)
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*Recommended moulding decor

Vinyl flooring  / 3130Vinyl flooring with an HDF core board



Mineral black 
Mineral texture 

 
Trendtime 5.30

Vinyl flooringParador 32



Ornamentic grey
Mineral texture
1602123 (4V)**

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel look*

Mineral black
Mineral texture
1602129 (4V)**

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel look*

Mineral grey
Mineral texture 
1602124 (4V)**

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel look*

Ornamentic colour
Mineral texture 
1602122 (4V)**

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel look*

Concrete grey
Stone texture
1730647 (4V)**

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel look*

Oversize tile (L 903 x W 395 x H 9.6 mm)

Trendtime 5.30
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*Recommended moulding decor
**Bevel design: 4V = 4-sided bevel

Vinyl flooring  / 3332Vinyl flooring with an HDF core board



Vinyl flooring
with SPC 
core board

Integrated footfall sound insulation

Suitable for slightly uneven substrates

Particularly dimensionally stable

Robust and low-maintenance

Suitable for underfloor heating

Quiet and warm underfoot

Water-resistant

Installation-friendly thanks to Comfort Click System

Antibacterial and hygienic

Product advantages

VinylParador 34



Oak pastel-grey 
Brushed texture 

 
Basic 5.3

34 / 35Vinyl flooring with SPC core board



Oak Studioline sanded 
Brushed texture 

 
Basic 5.3

VinylParador 36



Oak grey whitewashed
Brushed texture
1743001 (4V)**

Oak  D036*

Oak Royal light-limed
Brushed texture
1743006 (4V)**

Oak D034*

Pine scandinavian white
Brushed texture
1743009 (4V)**

Oak D049*

Basic 5.3

Wide plank (L 1209 x W 225 x H 5.3 mm)

Oak Memory sanded
Brushed texture
1743002 (4V)**

Oak D020*

Oak Memory natural
Brushed texture
1743003 (4V)**

Oak D081*

Oak pastel-grey
Brushed texture
1743005 (4V)**

Oak D032*

Oak Sierra natural
Brushed texture
1743007 (4V)**

Oak D026*

Oak natural
Brushed texture
1743004 (4V)**

Oak D030*

Oak Studioline sanded
Brushed texture
1743008 (4V)**

Oak D051*

*Recommended moulding decor
**Bevel design: 4V = 4-sided bevel
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 / 3736Vinyl flooring with SPC core board



Vinyl flooring
made of
solid material

Low installation height

Quiet and warm underfoot

Antibacterial and hygienic

Robust and low-maintenance

Suitable for underfloor heating

Installation-friendly thanks to Comfort Click System

Water-resistant

Product advantages

38Vinyl flooringParador



Oak Natural Mix grey 
Brushed texture 

 
Classic 2030
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Oak Memory natural
Brushed texture 
1730656

Oak D081*

Oak Royal light-limed
Brushed texture
1601398

Oak D034*

Oak grey whitewashed
Brushed texture
1590989

Oak D036*

Oak Memory sanded
Brushed texture 
1590992

Oak D020*

Oak natural
Brushed texture
1601421

Oak D030*

Basic 4.3

Wide plank (L 1209 x W 219 x H 4.3 mm)

Oak Infinity grey**

Vivid texture
1730660

Oak D079*

Oak pastel-grey
Brushed texture 
1730658

Oak D032*

Oak Infinity natural**

Vivid texture
1730659

Oak D078*

Oak Infinity antique**

Vivid texture
1730661

Oak D080*

Vinyl flooringParador 40



Oak Skyline white
Brushed texture
1601426

Oak D015*

Oak Studioline sanded
Brushed texture
1601424

Oak D051*

Oak Sierra natural
Brushed texture
1590988

Oak D026*

Pine scandinavian white
Brushed texture
1590993

Oak D049*

Oak Variant sanded
Brushed texture, indiv. plank look
1590990

Oak D015*

Pine white oiled
Rough-sawn texture
1730657

Pine D003*

Basic 4.3

Wide plank/ Individual plank look (L 1209 x W 219 x H 4.3 mm)
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*Recommended moulding decor
**With synchronous pore: the synchronous pore lets you feel exactly what you see and creates a near-natural and authentic living experience.

Vinyl flooring  / 4140Vinyl flooring from solid material



Concrete grey 
Stone texture
1590995

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel D001*

Mineral black
Mineral texture 
1730649

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel D001*

Mineral grey
Mineral texture 
1730648

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel D001*

Tile (L 598 x W 294 x H 4.3 mm)
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*Recommended moulding decor

Basic 4.3
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Oak natural 
Brushed texture 

 
Basic 30

Vinyl flooring  / 4342Vinyl flooring from solid material



Oak Vintage natural
Antique texture
1730641

Oak D082*

Oak Natural Mix grey
Brushed texture 
1730644

Oak D085*

Oak Skyline grey
Brushed texture
1601391

Oak D057*

Oak Vintage grey
Antique texture
1730642

Oak D083*

Old wood whitewashed
Brushed texture
1513565

Oak D050*

Oak sanded
Brushed texture 
1442063

Oak D020*

Oak Royal white limed
Brushed texture 
1513564

Oak D036*

Oak Studioline natural
Brushed texture
1601390

Oak D019*

Oak Natural Mix light
Brushed texture
1730643

Oak D084*

Classic 2050

Wide plank (L 1209 x W 219 x H 5 mm)

Vinyl flooringParador 44



Boxwood vintage brown
Brushed texture
1513567

Ash D002*

Shufflewood harmony
Rustic texture
1601389

Oak D005*

Shufflewood wild
Rustic texture
1601388

Oak D073*

Classic 2050

Individual plank look (L 1209 x W 219 x H 5 mm)
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*Recommended moulding decor

Vinyl flooring  / 4544Vinyl flooring from solid material



Mineral grey 
Mineral texture 

 
Trendtime 5.50
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Ornamentic grey
Mineral texture
1602133 (4V)**

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel look*

Mineral black
Mineral texture
1602136 (4V)**

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel look*

Mineral grey
Mineral texture 
1602134 (4V)**

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel look*

Ornamentic colour
Mineral texture
1602132 (4V)**

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel look*

Concrete grey
Stone texture
1730646 (4V)**

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel look*

Oversize tile (L 904 x W 396 x H 5 mm)

Trendtime 5.50
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*Recommended moulding decor
**Bevel design: 4V = 4-sided bevel

Vinyl flooring  / 4746Vinyl flooring from solid material



Vinyl flooring
for
gluing

Low installation height

For demanding room situations

Quiet and warm underfoot

Antibacterial and hygienic

Robust and low-maintenance

Product advantages

Suitable for underfloor heating

Water-resistant

Vinyl flooring 48Parador



Oak Royal light-limed 
Brushed texture 

 
Basic 2.0

Vinyl flooring 48 / 49Vinyl flooring for gluing



Oak Memory natural
Brushed texture 
1730796

Oak D081*

Oak Royal light-limed
Brushed texture
1730780

Oak D034*

Oak grey whitewashed 
Brushed texture
1730777

Oak D036*

Oak Memory sanded
Brushed texture
1730778

Oak D020*

Oak natural
Brushed texture
1730779

Oak D030*

Basic 2.0

Wide plank (L 1219 x W 229 x H 2.0 mm)

Oak Infinity grey**

Vivid texture
1730800

Oak D079*

Oak pastel-grey
Brushed texture 
1730798

Oak D032*

Oak Infinity natural**

Vivid texture
1730799

Oak D078*

Oak Infinity antique**

Vivid texture
1730801

Oak D080*

Vinyl flooringParador 50



Oak Skyline white
Brushed texture
1730792

Oak D015*

Oak Studioline sanded
Brushed texture
1730793

Oak D051*

Oak Sierra natural
Brushed texture
1730791

Oak D026*

Pine scandinavian white
Brushed texture
1730795

Oak D049*

Oak Variant sanded
Brushed texture, indiv. plank look
1730794

Oak D015*

Pine white oiled
Rough-sawn texture
1730797

Pine D003*

Basic 2.0

Wide plank/ Individual plank look (L 1219 x W 229 x H 2.0 mm)
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*Recommended moulding decor
**With synchronous pore: the synchronous pore lets you feel exactly what you see and creates a near-natural and authentic living experience.

Vinyl flooring  / 5150Vinyl flooring for gluing



Concrete grey
Stone texture
1730650

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel D001*

Mineral black
Mineral texture 
1730652

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel D001*

Mineral grey
Mineral texture 
1730651

Plain white D001 / Stainless steel D001*

Tile (L 610 x W 305 x H 2.0 mm)
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*Recommended moulding decor

Basic 2.0
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Oak Infinity natural 
Vivid texture 

 
Basic 2.0

Vinyl flooring  / 5352Vinyl flooring for gluing



Without bevel
In the case of the classic laying, the 
planks connect without any clearly 
recognisable spaces. The harmonious 
image of the floor creates a closed 
overall impression.

4-sided bevel
The all-round bevelled long and end 
edges create a pattern with the charm 
of a genuine wood or tile floor, in 
which the individual floorboard is 
emphasised.

Bevel design

Surface design
Real beauty amazes not only the eye: the natural-looking surfaces of the Parador 
vinyl floors, together with the bevel image, offer an impressively coherent overall 
experience. While the bevel design distinguishes the characteristic profile of the 
floor, the texture embossing accentuates the materiality of the decor significantly, 
such as wood, stone or concrete. It is embossed deeper and flatter, but is always 
perceptible and friendly to those who walk on it barefoot, with shoes or on four 
paws: hard-wearing and easy to care for.
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Mineral texture
With a porous, rough surface, the character 
of fine stone floors is conveyed in a 
near-natural way.

Rough-sawn texture
The visual appearance of sawn wood in a 
used look with saw marks is depicted in this 
texture.

Vivid texture*

This texture emphasises woody elements 
such as branches and flowery, noticeable 
grain for a vivid texture. 

Brushed texture
The brushed surface intensifies the 
pleasantly natural feel.

Rustic texture
Signs of processing and usage lend the 
charm of old wood.

Wood texture
The wood texture embossing creates an 
astonishingly genuine wood impression 
which you can really feel.

Stone texture
The character of modern stone flooring with 
noticeable unevenness is reproduced in this 
surface.

Antique texture
The precious charm of genuine wood is 
emphasised in this texture and implemented 
particularly authentically.

Textures

*With synchronous pore: the synchronous pore lets you feel exactly what you see and creates a near-natural and authentic living experience.
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A customised sense of space 

Wide plank /   
Individual plank look 

HDF core board: 
1207 x 216 mm

SPC core board:  
1209 x 225  mm

Solid material: 
1209 x 219 mm

For gluing:  
1219 x 229 mm

Tile 

HDF core board: 
598 x 292 mm

Solid material: 
598 x 294 mm

For gluing:  
610 x 305 mm

Oversize tile 

HDF core board: 
903 x 395 mm

Solid material: 
904 x 396 mm

Chateau plank 

HDF core board: 
2200 x 216 mm

4321

0 mm

500 mm

1000 mm

1500 mm

2000 mm
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Oak Vintage grey 
Antique texture 

 
Classic 2050
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1 2 51 42 31

Product range at a glance Vinyl flooring with HDF core board

Basic Basic Classic Trendtime Basic Basic Classic Trendtime Basic

Product range Basic 20 Basic 30 Classic 2030 Trendtime 5.30 Basic 5.3 Basic 4.3 Classic 2050 Trendtime 5.50 Basic 2.0

Look Plank look 1 Wide plank
2 Individual plank look
3 Tile
4 Chateau plank
5 Oversize tile

 

Bevel image All-round bevelled long  
and end edges create  
the look of a genuine wood  
and tile floor

(Chateau 
plank)

Quality Warranty Warranty period for  
private use 5 years 10 years Lifetime Lifetime 10 years 10 years Lifetime Lifetime 10 years

Warranty period for  
commercial use 10 years 10 years 10 years 10 years

Wear class Wear class for  
private use WC22+ WC 23 WC 23 WC 23 WC 23 WC 23 WC 23 WC 23 WC 23

Wear class for  
commercial use WC 31 WC 33 WC 33 WC 31 WC 31 WC 33 WC 33 WC 31

Wear class for  
industrial use WC 42 * WC 42 *

Tech- 
nology

Format

(1) 1207 × 216 mm

(1.2) 
1207 × 216 mm 
(3)  
598 × 292 mm 
(4) 
2200 × 216 mm

1207 × 216 mm 903 × 395 mm 1209 × 225 mm

(1.2) 
1209 × 219 mm 
(3) 
598 × 294 mm

1209 × 219 mm 904 × 396 mm

(1.2) 
1219 × 229 mm
(3) 
 610 × 305 mm

9.1mm 9.4 mm 9.6 mm 9.6 mm 5.3 mm 4.3 mm 5 mm 5 mm 2 mm

Vinyl flooring layer including wear layer 1.5 mm 1.8 mm 2 mm 2 mm 4.3 mm 4.3 mm 5 mm 5 mm 2 mm

Wear layer 0.2 mm 0.3 mm 0.55 mm 0.55 mm 0.3 mm 0.3 mm 0.55 mm 0.55 mm 0.3 mm

Core board HDF core board HDF core board HDF core board HDF core board SPC core board Vinyl flooring Vinyl flooring Vinyl flooring Vinyl flooring

Swelling 
protection

Core board with  
enhanced swelling 
protection

Suitable for 
damp rooms

Water-resistant and ideally 
suited for bathrooms and 
kitchens

Anti 
bacterial Resists  

dirt and bacteria

Footfall 
sound 
insulation

Integrated counter layer 
reinforces the already good 
acoustics of the surface

Underfloor 
heating Suitable for laying on 

underfloor heating

Comfort 
Click

Click mechanism for 
straightforward, safe and 
custom-fit laying

Safe-Lock® 

PRO
Click mechanism for 
straightforward, safe and 
custom-fit laying

Vinyl flooringParador 

Plank thickness
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Product range at a glance Vinyl flooring with HDF core board

Basic Basic Classic Trendtime Basic Basic Classic Trendtime Basic

Product range Basic 20 Basic 30 Classic 2030 Trendtime 5.30 Basic 5.3 Basic 4.3 Classic 2050 Trendtime 5.50 Basic 2.0

Look Plank look 1 Wide plank
2 Individual plank look
3 Tile
4 Chateau plank
5 Oversize tile

 

Bevel image All-round bevelled long  
and end edges create  
the look of a genuine wood  
and tile floor

(Chateau 
plank)

Quality Warranty Warranty period for  
private use 5 years 10 years Lifetime Lifetime 10 years 10 years Lifetime Lifetime 10 years

Warranty period for  
commercial use 10 years 10 years 10 years 10 years

Wear class Wear class for  
private use WC22+ WC 23 WC 23 WC 23 WC 23 WC 23 WC 23 WC 23 WC 23

Wear class for  
commercial use WC 31 WC 33 WC 33 WC 31 WC 31 WC 33 WC 33 WC 31

Wear class for  
industrial use WC 42 * WC 42 *

Tech- 
nology

Format

(1) 1207 × 216 mm

(1.2) 
1207 × 216 mm 
(3)  
598 × 292 mm 
(4) 
2200 × 216 mm

1207 × 216 mm 903 × 395 mm 1209 × 225 mm

(1.2) 
1209 × 219 mm 
(3) 
598 × 294 mm

1209 × 219 mm 904 × 396 mm

(1.2) 
1219 × 229 mm
(3) 
 610 × 305 mm

9.1mm 9.4 mm 9.6 mm 9.6 mm 5.3 mm 4.3 mm 5 mm 5 mm 2 mm

Vinyl flooring layer including wear layer 1.5 mm 1.8 mm 2 mm 2 mm 4.3 mm 4.3 mm 5 mm 5 mm 2 mm

Wear layer 0.2 mm 0.3 mm 0.55 mm 0.55 mm 0.3 mm 0.3 mm 0.55 mm 0.55 mm 0.3 mm

Core board HDF core board HDF core board HDF core board HDF core board SPC core board Vinyl flooring Vinyl flooring Vinyl flooring Vinyl flooring

Swelling 
protection

Core board with  
enhanced swelling 
protection

Suitable for 
damp rooms

Water-resistant and ideally 
suited for bathrooms and 
kitchens

Anti 
bacterial Resists  

dirt and bacteria

Footfall 
sound 
insulation

Integrated counter layer 
reinforces the already good 
acoustics of the surface

Underfloor 
heating Suitable for laying on 

underfloor heating

Comfort 
Click

Click mechanism for 
straightforward, safe and 
custom-fit laying

Safe-Lock® 

PRO
Click mechanism for 
straightforward, safe and 
custom-fit laying

*Only with whole-area gluing

Vinyl flooring from  
solid material

Vinyl flooring with  
SPC core board

Vinyl flooring for  
gluing
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Oak Royal light 
Brushed texture 

 
Classic 2050
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Skirting boards and caps
Parador offers a wide range of optically matching skirting boards for a harmonious 
look for any decor. Alternatively, the colours stainless steel, white and black or a 
primed surface for the individual colour scheme allow the possibility for deliberate 
accentuation.

Depending on the condition of the substrate (masonry), clip or glue joints can be used 
for optimum wall mounting. Parador skirting boards are prepared for easy installation: 
with a clip system or groove for adhesive mounting. Interior and exterior corners as 
well as end caps and transition caps hide saw cuts and make mitre cuts unnecessary. 
Simply perfect!

Caps

The practical, flexible skirting board 
caps create clean transitions, corner 
solutions and finishes for the skirting 
boards SL3, SL5, SL6 and SL18. The 
caps are offered in Aluminium look or 
white.

Also for the Hamburg mouldings HL1, 
HL2 and HL3 Parador offers a new 
height variable cap product range in 
plain white.    
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Quarter round 

for gluing

Skirting boards

Skirting board SL 3

Moulding clip orange  
or for gluing

Skirting board SL 21

for gluing;  
covers existing mouldings and tiles

Hamburg moulding HL 3

Moulding clip green  
or for gluing

Hamburg moulding HL 2

Moulding clip green 
or for gluing

Hamburg moulding HL 1

Moulding clip green 
or for gluing

Skirting board SL 5

Moulding clip red  
or for gluing;  
also available in a water-resistant 
version

Skirting board SL 6

Moulding clip blue or for gluing

Skirting board SL 18

Moulding clip red 
or for gluing
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Profiles
Combination profiles from Parador complete installations to create beautiful aesthetical 
floors. As transition profiles, combine high floor coverings and expansion joints. 
Adapting profiles are used for the transition between different high floor coverings. 
End profiles create clean borders with tiles, sleepers and French windows.

Aluminium profile

Aluminum profiles in anodised silver or stainless steel 
ensure successful transitions from room to room, connect 
floor coverings of different heights and ensure clean 
finishes and provide elegant and skillful accents.

With the innovative 3-in-1 HDF profile vinyl flooring floor 
harmony succeeds with perfection. Can be universally 
used as a transition, adaptation or end profile and being 
absolutely identical in decor and texture to the vinyl floor,  
it ensures a particularly harmonious floor pattern. 

3-in-1 HDF profile vinyl flooring 
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34 44 22

48 48

Designs

End profile 
Aluminium anodised silver / stainless steel

Transition profile 
Aluminium anodised silver / stainless steel

3-in-1 HDF profile vinyl flooring 
here as a transition profile
Absolutely identical in decor and texture to 
the vinyl flooring

3-in-1 HDF profil vinyl flooring
here as an adapting profile 
Absolutely identical in decor and texture to 
the vinyl flooring

3-in-1 HDF profile vinyl flooring
here as an end profile 
Absolutely identical in decor and texture to 
the vinyl flooring

Adapting profile 
Aluminium anodised silver / stainless steel
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Underlays
Parador offers the optimal solution for every application: the underlays smooth out 
minor unevenness and at the same time provide high compressive strength. With an 
integrated vapour barrier the right underlay ensures the required moisture protection 
in the case of mineral substrates. For solid vinyl flooring Parador recommends the 
specially developed underlay Solid-Protect. 

Whether a high-tech solution or an all-rounder. Underlays from Parador really emphasise 
the quality of the floor covering. 

Product features

Footfall sound / Ambient sound
Parador underlays offer footfall sound 
insulation in three stages – one, two or 
three shafts provide particularly effective 
footfall sound insulation.

Moisture resistance
Parador underlays offer moisture resistance 
in two stages, which are marked with one 
drop or two drops (high protection).

Compressive strength / dimensional 
stability
Parador underlays are characterised by high 
dimensional stability and compressive 
strength in three stages – from 20,000 kg/
m2 above 45,000 kg/m2 up to 50,000 kg/m2. 

Suitable for underfloor heating
Parador underlays are optimally  
compatible with underfloor heating.

Suitable for uneven substrates
Parador underlays compensate for 
unevenness and are recommended 
during renovation.

For gluing
Thanks to the practical adhesive technology, 
the vinyl floor with Dryback from Parador 
can be glued effortlessly and cleanly.
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Design

Stick-Protect
for all substrates, 
particularly for vinyl flooring with Dryback 
Compressive strength up to 45,000 kg/m2

Thickness: 1.8 mm

Duo Protect
Mineral substrates  
Damp protection and 
footfall sound insulation in a
compressive strength up to 20,000 kg/m2 
Thickness: 2.5 mm

Solid-Protect
particularly for vinyl flooring made of solid 
material 
Compressive strength up to 50,000 kg/m2

Thickness: 1 mm

Uno Protect
non-mineral substrates /  
wood substrates
Footfall sound underlay 
Compressive strength up to 20,000 kg/m2

Thickness: 2.2 mm

Akustik-Protect 200
non-mineral substrates /  
wood substrates
High-tech acoustic mats 
Thickness: 2 mm

Akustik-Protect 100
Mineral substrates
High-tech acoustic mats
Thickness: 1.8 mm

Akustik-Protect 300
Mineral substrates
High-tech acoustic mats
Thickness: 2.8 mm
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Oak Natural Mix light 
Brushed texture 

 
Classic 2050
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Parador service  
with a system 

Adhesive

Cleaning and maintenance

Hand sample order

Added value at www.parador.eu

Tool

A perfect overall impression is a question of detail: as a system supplier, Parador keeps 
the exactly matching accessories available for laying and maintenance. Ease of as-
sembly and low maintenance create long-lasting enjoyment when it comes to your 
floor – from the beginning.

At www.parador.eu, we present an exceptionally convenient service offering, which 
makes individual room planning as well as decor and material decisions easier. The 
great product overview, useful tips and many helpful tools make working with Parador 
floors a real pleasure.

Catalogue order

Room and material planner

Availability check
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www.parador.eu

Resilient floor coverings

Eco Balance PUR
Resilient floor coverings

Modular ONE
Resilient floor coverings

Vinyl flooring

The Parador programme for 
elastic floor coverings 
A top performer with personality: the elastic floor coverings from Parador meet 
individual demands for comfort, durability, versatility and ecology. As shown by the 
versatility of its’ vinyl flooring products, Parador also offers the innovative Modular 
ONE and low-noise Eco Balance PUR.

Vinyl flooring – a genuine top performer. 
With HDF core boards, as solid 
material or for gluing, the ideal floor 
covering for every usage scenario.

Modular ONE – the innovative 
all-rounder. Softener-free multi-layer 
technology for robust floors with 
natural, authentic designs. 

Eco Balance PUR – the low-noise 
alternative. Made of softener-free 
polyurethane for maximum comfort, 
healthy living and design.
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Sustainable
setting  
standards

Parador production workshops

Environmentally friendly production  
with natural materials

Reforestation

Short transportation routes

Packaging from  
recycled paper

Production in Germany  
and Austria
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Certified security  
from responsibility
As a brand manufacturer, Parador is fully and continuously certified by independent 
institutions. Production processes, materials, resource and environmental manage-
ment, as well as product quality, meet the high corporate values of a brand with 
responsibility, in addition to the legal requirements. Our quality standards for vinyl 
resilient floor coverings go beyond legal requirements, something which is proved 
by the various certifications.

MMFA
Parador is a founding member of 
the MMFA association of multi-layer 
modular floor coverings e.V. 

EN 14041:2004 / AC:2006
The CE marking is obligatory 
according to EU law in connection 
with product safety.

Émissions dans l’air interieur  
(Class A+)
This national classification valid  
in France indicates the quality of 
indoor air.

TÜV Rheinland
Parador vinyl flooring has earned the 
TÜV certification mark thanks to its 
perfect product quality, product 
safety, understandable user 
documentation and the independent 
monitoring by the objective institute 
TÜV Rheinland Germany.

PEFC™

This trademark is awarded to 
products that meet the requirements 
of the certification system for the 
documentation and improvement  
of sustainable forest management 
with regard to economic, ecological 
and social standards.
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Good reasons  
for Parador

Our stance

As a traditional wood processing company, we have a 
special awareness of our environment. For us at Parador, 
sophisticated living goes hand in hand with the responsibility 
to preserve nature for future generations. This includes the 
sustainable use of our resources. Every product made of 
wood is an active contribution towards climate protection. 
As a vital carbon store, wood products are increasingly 
entering people’s consciousness, especially in the field of 
construction and renovation. Products made of wood and 
wood materials are sustainable and help to secure the 
future of the next generations.

Society

We have been involved with the “Plant for the Planet” 
foundation since 2011, whose goal is to put a stop to the 
climate crisis. Against this background, Plant for the Planet 
has set itself the task of planting a trillion new trees 
worldwide by 2020. Parador is supporting the initiative with 
tree planting and the organisation of children’s academies. 
In the meantime, we have trained 550 children to become 
climate ambassadors and have planted 110,000 trees.

Production

Our main raw material is wood from predominantly 
sustainably managed forests. We offer exclusively real 
wood from controlled sources of supply. The demand for 
transparency spans all aspects of the value chain and is 
documented in defined environmental standards for our 
suppliers. Our production is characterised by the avoidance 
of emissions and the return of reusable materials into the 
production cycle, short transport distances and the use 
of recyclable materials.

Commitment

Parador is the first and so far the only producer of floor 
coverings to be EMAS-certified. In this way, we are 
committed to constantly optimising our environmental 
management: the requirements and components of EMAS 
include the involvement of all the company’s employees, 
transparent and sustainable communication with the 
public, continuous improvement of our own environmental 
performance and compliance with applicable legislation. 
EMAS is recognised worldwide as the most demanding 
system for sustainable environmental management.
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Parador GmbH 
Millenkamp 7–8 
48653 Coesfeld
Germany

Hotline +49 (0)2541 736 678
info@parador.de
www.parador.de
www.facebook.com/parador
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